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The last decade has seen an explosion of the DJ culture. DJs are 
selling out clubs, performing for thousands, and making music for 
television and film. What started with two analog turntables has  gone 
digital, and the tools of the trade are now available to the masses. 
While the components are now more accessible and built to survive 
punishment, the connectivity options have remained the same. DJs 
connect their gear with cables designed for household televisions, 
not for professional DJ rigs. Like all other musicians, DJs need cables 
that can withstand the rigors of the road without the worry of 
failure—consumer cables simply won’t cut it. The Beatport DJ Series 
consists of various road-worthy products with unique looks, giving DJs 
reliable and stylish connectivity solutions. Try the Beatport DJ Series 
and see for yourself why DJs everywhere rely on Hosa Technology to 
keep them connected.

Beatport DJ Series analog interconnects are used to connect essential DJ 
components like turntables, mixers, and studio monitors. They are strong 
but flexible enough to conveniently work in and around a DJ rig. Their 
unique color allows for easy identification during setup and teardown.

Cable Features
• 24 AWG Oxygen-Free Copper (OFC) conductors for enhanced signal clarity
• 90% OFC spiral shields for a higher signal-to-noise ratio
• Color-coded PVC jackets for easy identification by interconnect type

Connector Features
• REAN® connectors by Neutrik AG for rock-solid reliability
• Gold-plated contacts for superior signal transfer
• Chuck-type strain relief for maximum cable retention

Stereo RCA Interconnect
Model Length

BRR-003X2 3 ft
BRR-010X2 10 ft

Balanced 1/4 in Interconnect
Model Length
BSS-003 3 ft
BSS-010 10 ft

Analog Connectivity
Beatport DJ Series analog interconnects are used to connect essential DJ 
components like turntables, mixers, and studio monitors. They are strong

Analog Connectivity
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At the core of a traditional DJ rig you will find a mixer and two 
turntables—the DJ’s musical instrument. It is this instrument that gives 
DJs the ability to control the night’s musical experience. Digital DJs 
make full use of a computer’s power and flexibility to enhance their 
performances. They use an interface to play back source material 
and process every musical move, ultimately creating a new mix. The 
mix is then pumped through speakers, creating an instant connection 
between DJ, music, and crowd. The Beatport DJ Series connects it 
all, allowing DJs to focus on what matters—the music.
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Beatport DJ Series USB solutions are used to connect digital components 
like interfaces, controllers, and hard drives. USB cables are vital in a digital 
DJ rig but are often obtrusive, leading to inconvenient equipment placement 
or even accidentally pulling the plug on a performance. USB hubs have 
become a necessity, as laptops frequently lack enough ports for needed 
components. Beatport DJ Series USB cables and hubs provide practical 
and stylish solutions to these problems. 

Hi-Speed USB Cable Features
• Flexible Type A connector keeps cable out of the way
• Compliance with the USB 2.0 serial bus interface standard
• Unique color for easy identification during setup and teardown

USB 2.0 Hub Features
• Four USB 2.0 high-speed ports to connect vital equipment
• Illuminating logo for visibility in dark workspaces
• Backward-compatible with USB 1.0 specification

Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Cable
Model Length

BUF-203 3 ft
BUF-210 10 ft

4 Port USB 2.0 Hub
Model Length

BHU-204 N/A

Digital Connectivity
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Beatport DJ Series USB solutions are used to connect digital components 
like interfaces, controllers, and hard drives. USB cables are vital in a digital

Digital Connectivity


